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ABSTRACT

The introduction of computerised era has taken the world on the finger tips which enhanced the system of administration and management in the industries. The management and administration have become an easy task for any managers. The introduction of varieties of softwares on the sides of the computers and adoption of these softwares has made cost efficient and eco-friendly by reducing the papers inside the administration department. The introduction of ERP – Enterprise Resource Planning software has further eased the functioning of the company. Hence the working nature of the company has changes day by day into a better condition. There are numerous ERP packages available in the market, but this paper has taken a major emphasis on the BAAN-ERP packages which was adopted by many Indian companies. This paper had considered a study of jubilant organosys which implemented of BAAN –ERP packages which has further boosted the company’s working. This paper has majorly emphasised on the financial modules of the software and also with the brief personal survey conducted after has highlighted valuable information which would beneficial from the company’s point of view.
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